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Abstract. In network security research, malicious traﬃc classiﬁcation is a very important detection method. Deep learning methods receive more and more attention in
malicious traﬃc classiﬁcation research because they are highly accurate and do not require researchers to manually extract features. However, deep learning methods depend
strongly on computing power and training data, and malicious traﬃc lacks suﬃcient effective training data. The extremely unbalanced distribution of the data sets will seriously
aﬀect the performance of the model. In this work, we focus on network traﬃc embedding,
and we want to transfer the natural language representation model to network traﬃc. We
propose two methods: 1) Pre-train the model with unlabeled traﬃc and then ﬁne-tune the
model with labeled traﬃc data; 2) Transfer the pre-trained language model with language
data to the network traﬃc classiﬁcation problem, and ﬁne-tune the model with the labeled
network traﬃc. Comparing these two methods reveals that the ALBERT network traﬃc
model pre-trained with network traﬃc data has faster convergence speeds, higher accuracy
rates, and fewer false alarms. We mainly use cross-layer parameter sharing and reduce
the vocab size to reduce the model’s parameters and reduce the model’s computing power
requirements. The experiments based on the ISCX-2012 data and ISCX-2017 data sets
prove that our ALBERT network traﬃc model performs well in accuracy and true positive
rates (TPR). As for the indicator of detection time, our ALBERT network model only
took 20ms to complete the classiﬁcation of the network ﬂow, while the original BERT
model took 42ms. More importantly, we greatly reduced the model’s dependence on the
amount of labeled training data. This will greatly promote the progress of the application
of the model.
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1. Introduction. Malicious network traﬃc classiﬁcation is one of the most important
computer security tasks [1, 2, 3]. This task aims to label network streams or packets.
Many deep learning methods have been used in malicious network traﬃc classiﬁcation
with good results. The work of Wang et al. [4] ﬁrst learns the network traﬃc’s low-level
spatial features using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and then learns highlevel temporal features using long short-term memory networks. The research of Radford
et al. [5] describes a frequency-based model for applying unsupervised anomaly detection
to cybersecurity applications on the computer network traﬃc data. The work of Han
et al. [6] proposes an attention model that can process network traﬃc streams with an
adjustable length to detect payload-based attacks. As we can see from [6], the methods
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in the natural language processing ﬁeld can greatly facilitate the malicious network traﬃc
classiﬁcation task.
Attention mechanisms have become almost standard in many sequence-based tasks [7].
Many researchers used RNN or LSTM to match the attention mechanism. The research of
Vaswani et al. [8] shows that the model using the attention mechanism alone can produce
better or even the best results.
However, these technologies are data-consuming, so they lack applicability in many
practical scenarios. The reason is that the unbalanced distribution of the data sets will
seriously aﬀect the performance of the model. An increasingly popular way to mitigate this
problem is to ﬁrst learn the universal language representation of unlabeled data and then
integrate it into speciﬁc tasks [9]. In this work, we focus on network traﬃc embedding,
and we want to transfer the natural language representation model to network traﬃc.
In Figure 1, the transformer framework’s encoder is used for the bytes embedding just
like the word embedding. In this method, every byte Bn is embedded to vector On . And
then this vector is decoded to byte Bn′ as the out of this model. The gray inputs B4 in
Figure 1 represent the inputs that were randomly masked or replaced during pre-training.
The red output B4′ indicates the prediction result of the model on the masked bytes.

Figure 1. Hierarchical structure diagram of the BERT model
The attention mechanism also plays a large role in the model. The multi-head attention
focuses on diﬀerent information. Relative position representations indicate bytes’ diﬀerent
positions and their relationship. After the model is built, we ﬁrst use the network traﬃc
generated in our laboratory for pre-training. During pre-training, the sequence mask
prevents the decoder from seeing future information. That is, at time t for a sequence,
our decoded output should only depend on output before time t – not on the output after
t. The model’s main task in pre-training is predicting invisible masked information. In
pre-training, the model will gain much potential knowledge and structural information in
the network traﬃc data.
The pre-trained prediction task diﬀers from our ﬁnal classiﬁcation task’s goal, so we
must also ﬁne-tune the model. In the experiments, to verify that this pre-training method
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has little dependence on the amount of training data, we only use 3GB data in the
50GB data sets as the training set. The experimental results show that the ALBERT
network traﬃc model pre-trained with network traﬃc performed signiﬁcantly better than
the language model did. At the same time, the language model ﬁne-tuned with the
network traﬃc data also shows classiﬁcation ability. We mainly use cross-layer parameter
sharing and reduce the vocab size to reduce the model’s parameters and reduce the model’s
computing power requirements. As for the indicator of detection time, our ALBERT
network model only takes 20ms to complete the classiﬁcation of the network ﬂow, while
the original BERT model takes 42ms and the hierarchical attention model [6] takes 46ms.
Our model is faster in the detection and greatly reduces the dependence on the amount
of training data.
In natural language processing tasks, it is often encountered in many diﬀerent languages.
The BERT model can well accomplish translation tasks between many diﬀerent languages.
This shows that the BERT model has very strong cross-language capabilities. Since the
beginning of the design of network traﬃc, its essence is a network language. Many network
protocols are plain text string protocols, such as POP3, HTTP, SMTP, which are very
easy to parse and process. Moreover, most of the key characters in the network protocol
are English, which is only expressed in ASCII code in the traﬃc, and its essence is still
an English string. In this case, we want to treat network traﬃc as a language. And to
verify the essence of network traﬃc is the conjecture of diﬀerent representations of English
strings, we also ﬁne-tuned two pre-trained language-type BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers) models. We used the same network traﬃc data used
to ﬁne-tune the language model to explore the feasibility of transfer learning between
natural language models and ALBERT network traﬃc models.
Although the performance is not comparable to the ALBERT network model, our
experiments show that suﬃcient computing power and training data allow a deep network
model such as BERT to achieve very good classiﬁcation results.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 1) To solve the problem of unbalanced distributions of data sets, we borrowed the method of pre-training with unlabeled
data and ﬁne-tuning with labeled data in the ﬁeld of natural language processing. 2)
We veriﬁed the eﬀect of using the pre-training method. We use diﬀerent sizes of training
sets to compare the performance of diﬀerent models. The experiment proves that when
the training data sets are small, the pre-training method has achieved good results. 3)
Transfer the pre-trained language model with language data to the network traﬃc classiﬁcation problem, and ﬁne-tune the model with the labeled network traﬃc. Experiments
show that this method of transfer learning is feasible, and English is more transferable
than Chinese.
2. Related Work.
2.1. Malicious network traﬃc classiﬁcation. With the development of network technology, people’s life is getting closer and closer to the network; therefore, network security
has become more and more important. Among the technologies to prevent network attacks, intrusion detection technology has received more and more attention. Malicious
network traﬃc detection can be classiﬁed into two types of detection: signature-based
and anomaly-based detection [10]. Signature-based detection, also known as misuse detection, has a higher detection rate and the lower false discovery rate. Some studies using
traditional machine learning methods have achieved an accuracy rate of 99% [11]. In [12],
researchers ﬁnd more discriminative dynamic features to detect malware by analyzing
diﬀerent dynamic features. However, signature-based detection cannot detect new types
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of attacks or encrypted data [13]. Anomaly-based detection, also known as a statisticalbased method, can detect unknown attacks and encrypted malicious network data. The
statistical-based method can work with machine learning, but it needs features extracting. However, designing a set of suitable features is very diﬃcult [14]. Novices in network
security can hardly design a feature that can be used normally, which leads to the low
accuracy of the feature-based method. In the research of abnormal traﬃc detection, there
have been many practical deep learning methods for classiﬁcation.
However, deep learning methods depend strongly on computing power and training
data, and malicious traﬃc lacks suﬃcient eﬀective training data. Nevertheless, only a few
network traﬃc representation models use the learning of unlabeled data. In [15], they
explore the task of Android malware detection using LSTM and BERT. At present, deep
learning methods in the ﬁeld of NLP have made great breakthroughs, and both network
traﬃc and natural language have sequential characteristics. Therefore, we believe that
the technical achievements in the ﬁeld of NLP are of great signiﬁcance for network traﬃc
classiﬁcation.
2.2. Natural language processing.
2.2.1. Distributed representation. In natural language processing tasks, distributed representation of words in vector space can help to learn algorithms to achieve better results by
classifying similar words. The earliest use of word representations dates back to 1985 [16].
The idea was then applied to statistical language models with great success. Subsequent
work includes applying it to automatic speech recognition, machine translation, and a
large number of natural language processing tasks.
Mikolov et al. introduced the skip-gram model [17, 18], which is an eﬀective method
for learning high-quality vector representations from large amounts of sub-structured text
data. Unlike the architecture that was heavily used to learn word vectors with neural
network structures, training the skip-gram model does not involve dense matrix multiplication. This makes training very eﬀective: optimized stand-alone training can train 100
billion words in a day. This word embedding method has proven to be eﬃcient in many
NLP tasks. The research of Collobert and Weston [19] shows how both multitask learning
and semi-supervised learning improve the generalization of the shared tasks, resulting in
state-of-the-art performance. The work of Johnson and Zhang [20] uses a new embedding
learning method and achieves better results than previous approaches on sentiment classiﬁcation and topic classiﬁcation tasks. The research of Upadhyay et al. [21] presents a
multi-view Bayesian non-parametric algorithm that improves multi-sense word embedding
by using multilingual corpora to signiﬁcantly improve sense embedding beyond what one
achieves with bilingual information, and uses a principled approach to learn a variable
number of senses per word, in a data-driven manner.
2.2.2. Sequence modeling. Recurrent neural networks, long short-term memory, and gated
recurrent have been established as the state-of-the-art approaches in sequence modeling
and many other NLP tasks such as machine translation [22, 23]. [8] proposes a new
simple network architecture, the transformer, which is completely based on attention
mechanisms and abandons repetition and convolution. Experiments performed on two
machine translation tasks show that these models have qualitative advantages, being
more parallelizable, and requiring signiﬁcantly less training time.
BERT is designed to pre-train deep bidirectional representations from the unlabeled
text by jointly conditioning on both left and right context in all layers. As a result, the
pre-trained BERT model can be ﬁne-tuned with just one additional output layer to create
state-of-the-art models for a wide range of tasks, such as question answering and language
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inference [9]. Many studies have proved that the BERT model can achieve great results
in transfer learning [15, 24].
BERT proposed a new pre-trained method which is called “Masked Language Model
(Masked LM)”. During the Masked LM training process, the authors randomly masked
15% of the tokens, instead of predicting each word like CBOW [18]. The ﬁnal loss function
only calculates the token that was masked out. In other words, the model attempts to
predict the masked words based on the context. Mask LM uses a trick to do it. They ﬁnd
that if you always use the token MASK to replace words, it will aﬀect the model. So when
random masking, 10% of the words will be replaced with other words, 10% of the words will
not be replaced, and the remaining 80% will be replaced with MASK. Previous language
models generated unidirectional representations, while BERT viewed sentences from left
to right and right to left to generate bidirectional representations. The key innovation of
BERT is that it can learn the context of a particular token relative to before and after.
The pre-trained BERT representation can be ﬁne-tuned with one additional output layer
for other classiﬁcation tasks and has achieved great results [25]. The pre-trained BERT
model performed on BooksCorpus (800M words) and English Wikipedia [9] saves a lot
of training time because only simple ﬁne-tuning is needed to obtain satisfactory results
[26, 27].
2.3. Pre-training method. The so-called “pre-training” is not a new concept. This
“pre-training and ﬁne-tuning” method has long been applied in the image ﬁeld. In 2009,
Deng et al. released the ImageNet dataset [28] at CVPR 2009, of which 1.2 million images
were divided into 1000 categories. Based on ImageNet, using deep convolutional neural
networks (such as ResNet, VGG, and Inception) as the target for image classiﬁcation
for pre-training, the resulting model is called a pre-trained model. For tasks such as
target detection or semantic segmentation, based on these pre-trained models, a new set
of fully-connected layers is used to stitch the pre-trained model, and a small amount of
labeled data is used for ﬁne-tuning to transfer the image classiﬁcation capabilities learned
by the pre-trained model to the new target task. The pre-training method has achieved
widespread success in the image ﬁeld. For example, some scholars have used the feature
representations learned on ImageNet for object detection on PASCAL VOC, which has
improved the detection rate by 20% [29].
The success of pre-training in the image ﬁeld has also inspired research in the NLP ﬁeld.
The word vectors (i.e., Word Embedding) widely used in the era of deep learning belong
to NLP pre-training. When using a deep neural network to train an NLP model, you ﬁrst
need to convert the text to be processed into a word vector as the neural network input.
The eﬀect of the word vector will aﬀect the ﬁnal model eﬀect. The eﬀect of the word
vector mainly depends on the size of the training corpus. The limited labeled corpus in
many NLP tasks is not enough to train a good enough word vector. Generally, large-scale
unlabeled corpora that are unrelated to the current task are used to pre-train the word
vector. Another beneﬁt of training is the ability to generalize the model. Currently, most
NLP deep learning tasks use pre-trained word vectors (such as Word2Vec [17] and GloVe
[30]) for network initialization (rather than random initialization), thereby accelerating
the network’s convergence speed.
Unsupervised pre-training methods in the ﬁeld of NLP are very mature. However, few
researchers have studied this method in the ﬁeld of malicious network traﬃc classiﬁcation.
We borrowed the method of pre-training with unlabeled data and ﬁne-tuning with labeled
data in the ﬁeld of natural language processing, to solve the problem of unbalanced
distributions of data sets in the traﬃc task.
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3. Methods. In this section, all the concepts of our proposed method will be described.
First, there is a data preprocessing phase in which the raw data will be transformed as
the input of the deep learning algorithms. Speciﬁcally, in this step, network traﬃc data
will be processed to truncate long data and ﬁll in data that is too short with 0. Then in
the pre-training phase, the transformer model is used to train an ALBERT network traﬃc
model with unlabeled traﬃc data. The pre-training methods are Masked Language Model
and Next Sentence Prediction tasks. The language BERT model has been pre-trained, so
we do not need to process it in the pre-training phase. After we get the pre-trained model,
the two models need to be further modiﬁed and adjusted. So in the modiﬁed phase, we
add a fully connected layer and a SOFTMAX layer at the end of the two models and only
feed-forward the ﬁrst output. In the model ﬁne-tuning phase, we use the same labeled
network dataset to ﬁne-tune these two models. In this way, the two models can learn the
feature information about the diﬀerence between malicious traﬃc and ordinary traﬃc.
So we can use the modiﬁed ALBERT network traﬃc model to do the malicious network
traﬃc classiﬁcation. Finally, we compare the eﬀects of the two methods. Figure 2 shows
the overarching methodology diagram of this paper.

Figure 2. The overarching methodology

3.1. Data sets and preprocessing. First, we use TCPdump to capture network traﬃc
in the normal working environment of our laboratory as the pre-training data sets. It
contains network traﬃc of various network protocols. It is used to train a pre-trained
ALBERT network traﬃc model. Then we select ISCX-2012 and ISCX-2017 data sets as
the ﬁne-tuning data sets for the pre-trained model. These two data sets are the most
famous and widely used [31]. The Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity (CIC) generated
IDS datasets in 2012 and 2017. In 2012, ISCX IDS 2012 (CIC-2012) [32] was generated by
injecting 4 types of attacks, including internal penetration attacks, HTTP DoS attacks,
DDoS (distributed denial of service) attacks, and brute force attacks. CIC-2017 [33] is
a newer data set evaluated by IDS. CIC-2017 contains network traﬃc with the most
common attack families, including brute force attacks, heart-bleeding attacks, botnets,
DDoS attacks, and Web attacks.
In these data sets, TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) streams are used as the basic
unit of classiﬁcation. And our classiﬁcation method is also based on the TCP streams.
One TCP stream is deﬁned by the ﬁve-tuple (source-IP, source-port, destination-IP,
destination-port, Internet protocol). Packets with the same ﬁve-tuple are deﬁned as a
TCP stream. Network traﬃc in all data sets will be classiﬁed by the classiﬁer in units
of TCP streams. ISCX-2012 data sets (https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/ids.html) and
ISCX-2017 data sets (https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/ids-2017.html) are raw and they
contain a lot of duplicate and incomplete network traﬃc stream, so we need to delete
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Table 1. Preprocessing results of the ISCX-2012 dataset
Total Train Test Percentage
BFSSH
6932
4852
2080
1.09%
Inﬁltrating 10024
7017
3007
1.58%
HTTP DoS 3403
2382
1021
0.54%
DDoS
21113 14779
6334
3.32%
normal
593792 415654 178138
93.47%
sum
635264 444685 190579
Table 2. Preprocessing results of the ISCX-2017 dataset
Total Train Test Percentage
web attack 2180
1526
654
0.79%
ddos
5326
3728
1598
1.94%
port scan
6954
4868
2086
2.53%
bot
1966
1376
590
0.71%
ssh patator 5897
4128
1769
2.14%
ftp patator 7964
5575
2389
2.89%
dos
8366
5856
2510
3.04%
normal
236506 165554 70952
85.95%
sum
275159 192611 82548
these duplicate and incomplete content. After preprocessing, the statistical results of the
data sets are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
To understand the distribution of various types of data in the ISCX-IDS data sets, we
use histograms to represent it. From this, we can see that the attack data and ordinary
data have a serious problem: a highly non-stationary data distribution. So we hope to
use unsupervised learning to alleviate this problem.
Because the data in ISCX-IDS data sets is raw, all packets are needed to be classiﬁed
into TCP streams. SplitCap is used to split one big pcap ﬁle into multiple ﬁles based on
ﬁve-tuple. The length of diﬀerent streams can be very diﬀerent. So we need to process
the streams to the same length. We ﬁxed the length of the packet as 128 bytes, and the
number of the streams as 20 packets. If the length of a packet is too long, we cut oﬀ the
extra parts. And if the length of a packet is too short, we pad it with zero to 128 bytes.
As for the cutting method of each network traﬃc packet, we propose a new patchwork
method to intercept the network traﬃc packet as the input of our model. Generally,
most important information in the network traﬃc packet is distributed in its header. The
methods commonly used to intercept network traﬃc packet are to take only the header
of the packet. And the way we intercept the network traﬃc packet is to take the head
(96 bytes) and tail (32 bytes) of the packet. When the length of the network data packet
is too short, the length is padded with zeros and an input mask is used to indicate the
maximum length. This preprocessed data will be used to ﬁne-tune the model.
3.2. 10-fold cross validation. Each time our test set will no longer contain only one
data, but multiple, the original sample is randomly partitioned into k equal size subsamples. For example, if k = 5, then the steps we use for 50% cross-validation are: 1) All
data sets are divided into 5 parts; 2) Take one of them as the test set without repetition.
And use the other four as the training set to train the model. Then calculate the model’s
Mean Squared Error (MSE) on the test set; 3) Average the 5 times mean square error to
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get the ﬁnal mean squared error.
1∑
=
MSE i .
k i=1
k

CV(k)

(1)

As for the selection of k value, the larger k is, the more data of the training set is
invested each time, and the smaller the bias of the model. However, the larger k is, the
greater the correlation before each selected training set is (considering the most extreme
example, when k = N , where N is the size of the dataset to allow each test sample to be
used in the holdout dataset. This approach is called leave-one-out cross-validation). And
this large correlation will cause the ﬁnal test error to have greater variance. We choose
k = 10 according to the resulting low bias, low variance, low overﬁtting and good error
estimate [34].
3.3. Evaluation metrics. There are three metrics widely used in the intrusion detection
ﬁeld to evaluate our algorithm: accuracy (ACC), true positive rate (TPR), and false
positive rate (FPR). For a binary classiﬁcation problem, four situations arise. If an
instance is a positive class and is also predicted to be a positive class, it is a true class,
and if an instance is a negative class to be predicted as a positive class, it is called a false
positive class. Correspondingly, if an instance is predicted to be a negative class, it is
called a true negative class, and a positive class is predicted to be a negative class, which
is a false negative class.
TP: number of correct positives;
FN: underreported, the number of matches not found correctly;
FP: false positive, the given match is incorrect;
TN: the number of non-matching pairs that are correctly rejected.
Classiﬁcations accuracy (ACC) characterizes the accuracy of discrimination. True positive rate characterizes the proportion of positive instances identiﬁed by the classiﬁer
among all positive instances. The false positive class rate calculates the proportion of
negative instances that the classiﬁer mistakes for positive classes to all negative instances.
TP + TN
ACC =
,
(2)
TP + TN + FP + FN
TP
TPR =
,
(3)
TP + FN
FP
FPR =
,
(4)
FP + TN
2 × TP
.
(5)
F1 =
2 × TP + FP + FN
3.4. Bidirectional network bytes encoder representations from transformers.
Malicious traﬃc samples are extremely diﬃcult to identify. In actual network traﬃc,
malicious traﬃc accounts for less than 1% of all traﬃc. Therefore, there is a great need
for a model that can be trained on imbalanced data sets. Unfortunately, this is a major
challenge for many existing machine learning methods. This observation inspired us to
explore the use of the transformer model to solve the problem of imbalanced training data
sets. In contrast to recurrent neural networks that use historical sequences for prediction,
the transformer uses a self-attention mechanism to model the relationship between all
words in a sentence.
Since the transformer model was proposed, it has received widespread attention. Many
researchers have made huge breakthroughs in the NLP task using transformer models.
We choose the transformer as the basic framework for our classiﬁcation model. From the
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perspective of the transformer’s overall architecture, the encoder includes N sub-layers
that are similar, and each sub-layer includes a self-attention layer and a feed-forward
network layer. The decoder also includes similar N-layer sub-layers, and each sub-layer
includes a self-attention layer, an encoder-decoder attention layer, and a feed-forward
network layer. On the encoder side, the data at each location has a unique data ﬂow
path. These paths have dependencies at the self-attention layer but are independent
at the feed-forward layer. So these paths can be executed in parallel. This is also one
of the sources of transformer parallelism. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the
transformer model.
3.5. Pre-training. The transformer is the predecessor of BERT. BERT took further
measures and used the bidirectional training of the transformer. BERT has a pre-training

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the transformer model
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mechanism that can eﬀectively learn parameters through self-supervised learning on unlabeled data sets. The core innovation of BERT lies in the use of masked language models.
Before inputting word sequences into BERT, 15% of the words in each sequence are replaced by masking tokens. The model then attempts to predict the original value of the
masked word based on the context provided by other words in the sequence. One thing to
note here is that it uses the entire context, that is, the words before and after the masked
word to predict what it should be. A model pre-trained on this task can eﬀectively model
the relationship between tokens in diﬀerent contexts.
The transformer model is used to train an ALBERT network traﬃc model. ALBERT is
pre-trained on a sentence basis, so we also need to segment the traﬃc data into sentences
for pre-training. Fortunately, the network traﬃc itself is hierarchical, and a complete
network session contains two levels of packets and bytes. So we can think of the network
traﬃc packets as sentences in the NLP task, and a network ﬂow as an article. The input of
the model needs to be attached with a starting token, which is marked as [CLS]. The ﬁnal
hidden state (i.e., the output of the transformer) can be used to characterize the entire
packet for the classiﬁcation tasks. Models can handle inter-sentence relationships. To
distinguish between two sentences, a special token [SEP] is used to separate them. Besides,
for diﬀerent sentences, the segment embedding learned is added to the embedding of each
token. For single-sentence input, there is only one segment embedding. For sentence pair
input, there are two segment embedding.
The pre-training process in our model includes two diﬀerent pre-training tasks, namely
the Masked Language Model and Next Sentence Prediction tasks. We train two-way
language models by randomly covering up some bytes (replaced with the uniﬁed marker
[MASK]), then predict those covered bytes, make the representation of each byte refer
to network traﬃc contextual information. This method has two disadvantages: 1) it will
cause inconsistencies in pre-training and ﬁne-tuning, because [MASK] is always invisible
during ﬁne-tuning; 2) only 15% of bytes in each batch will be predicted, so the model’s
convergence speed will be slower than the one-way sequence model, and training will take
longer. The solution to the ﬁrst disadvantage is to replace 80% of the bytes that need
to be replaced with [MASK], 10% to be replaced randomly with other bytes, and 10% to
retain the original bytes. Since the transformer encoder does not know which byte needs
to be predicted and which byte is randomly replaced, this forces the expression of each
byte to refer to context information. There is currently no eﬀective solution to the second
disadvantage. However, from the perspective of improving revenue, the time cost is worth
it.
There is also a Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) task in the BERT model. To train a
model that understands the relationships between sentences, a next sentence prediction
task is introduced. The training corpus for this task can extract sentence pairs from the
corpus to generate two sentences, A and B, where with 50% probability B is the next
sentence of A and with 50% probability B is a random sentence in the corpus. The
NSP task predicts whether B is the next sentence of A. The purpose of NSP is to obtain
information between sentences, which cannot be directly captured by language models.
However, during our experiments, we found that without using this task model, we can
converge faster and achieve better results. So we removed NSP loss from the model.
In terms of data and computing power, the English BERT model released by Google
uses BooksCorpus (800M words) [35] and English Wikipedia (2500M words) for pretraining, which requires a huge amount of calculation [9]. The BERT paper pointed out
that the Google AI team used the powerful Cloud TPU for BERT training. The BERT
base and large models were trained using 4 Cloud TPU (16 TPU) and 16 Cloud TPU (64
TPU) training models. It took 4 days (1 million steps iterations, 40 Epochs). However,
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our laboratory mainly uses Nvidia’s GPU for deep learning model training, so BERT’s
pre-training places high requirements on GPU resources. This is a huge challenge for
our computing power. To reduce the training time, we refer to the methods in ALBERT
model [36] to optimize the ALBERT network traﬃc model.
3.6. Model optimizing. The backbone of the ALBERT architecture is similar to BERT
because it also uses a transformer encoder with GELU nonlinearities. We follow the BERT
marking convention and express the vocabulary embedding size as E, the encoder layer
number as L, and the hidden size as H. In our model, the ﬁlter size is set to 4H, and the
number of heads is set to H = 64. WordPiece embedding size E is tied to hidden layer size
H in BERT. However, when the embedding size E of WordPiece increases, the size H of
the hidden layer also becomes very large, which causes the number of hyper-parameters
of the model to increase exponentially. So we disassociate WordPiece embedding size E
from hidden layer size H. This operation allows us to reduce the hyper-parameter size
of the model more eﬀectively. [37] proved that the most important content is contextdependent representations. And the WordPiece embeddings are not context-dependent.
So disassociating operation will not reduce the performance of the model.
We optimized and scaled the model based on traﬃc characteristics. The vocab size in
BERT is 32000, but we compressed this parameter to 256. With this and the following
two methods, the total number of parameters has been reduced from 110M to 16M.
3.6.1. Cross-layer parameter sharing. The powerful tool of parameter dimensionality reduction is sharing the parameters of all layers. It is divided into three modes: sharing
only the parameters related to attention, sharing only the parameters related to the feedforward network, and sharing all parameters. Previously, each layer of the transformer
parameters was independent, including self-attention and full connection. In this way,
when the number of layers increases, the parameters will increase. Previous work has
tried to share self-attention or full connection separately, and have achieved good results.
Here ALBERT tries to share all the parameters, which results in multiple layers of attention being a layer of attention. And using parameter sharing can eﬀectively improve the
stability of the model.
3.6.2. Inter-sentence coherence loss. A new loss is used here. A sub-task NSP of the
original BERT is changed. The original NSP is to predict the next sentence, that is,
whether a sentence is the next sentence of another sentence. In terms of training data,
the positive example uses two consecutive sentences in one document, but the negative
example uses two sentences in diﬀerent documents. This leads to the task including topic
prediction, which is much simpler than the prediction of two-sentence continuity. The new
method uses sentence-order prediction (SOP). The construction of the positive example
is the same as that of the NSP, but the negative example reverses the two sentences. The
experimental results also prove that this method is much better than before.
4. Results. Our transferring learning approach primarily aimed to correctly classify malicious and normal traﬃc in the network. For this, we pre-trained an ALBERT network
traﬃc ALBERT model and used a trained English-language BERT model for ﬁne-tuning.
4.1. Experiment conﬁguration. In the English-language BERT model, we used the
BERT base model (https://github.com/google-research/bert) with a hidden size of 768,
with 12 self-attention heads, and with 12 transformer blocks [38]. In the network traﬃc
ALBERT model, we set the input embedding size of our model as 128 with the hidden size
of 768, with 12 transformers. For the network traﬃc ALBERT (https://github.com/google-research/ALBERT) model, we pre-trained with ALBERT on 2 Tesla V100 GPUs.
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Table 3. List of the hyper-parameters in our model
Hyper-Parameters Value
Activation Function
GELU
Optimizer
lamb [39]
5
Learning Rate
21.5 +103
Warmup Ratio
1/40
Batch Size
4k
Table 3 shows a list of auto-encoder hyper-parameters and the optimizer in our model.
Using the lamb optimizer, we increased the batch size to 4k. This can greatly speed
up pre-training. We used the tensorﬂow1.4.0 and bert4keras on the Ubuntu18.04. The
ﬁne-tuning experiment uses a 10-fold cross-validation.
4.2. Fine-tuning. We use transfer learning to ﬁne-tune the pre-trained language model
with network traﬃc data. The ﬁne-tuned model classiﬁed malicious network traﬃc. All
the pre-trained English- and Chinese-language BERT models (https://github.com/ymcui/
Chinese-BERT-wwm) and our ALBERT network traﬃc model are ﬁne-tuned in this stage.
The ﬁne-tuning process used 10-fold cross-validation. We compared the F1 value and
accuracy of three models with the increase of epochs. Figures 4 and 5 show the ALBERT
network traﬃc model performed signiﬁcantly better than the language BERT model. The
highly non-stationary distribution of training data causes the performance of the model
on the accuracy rate is usually better than the model’s performance on the false positive
rate. The F1 value better reﬂects the model’s true performance, so we should focus on
the model’s F1 value. Figure 4 shows that as the number of training steps increases,
the performance of the ALBERT network model rises rapidly and has good adaptability
to network traﬃc data. English BERT performed slightly better than Chinese BERT.
Thus, network traﬃc has a better aﬃnity for English. There may be two reasons for
this: 1) English’s natural word form is more similar to the byte expression in traﬃc.
Chinese, however, must be segmented by a tokenizer such as Jieba, and errors may exist
in the segmentation process; 2) English speakers originally designed the network traﬃc,
which aligns with the habits of English speakers. As the number of epochs increases, all
three models can rise. Therefore, this transfer-learning method has great potential for
large-scale training.
4.3. Comparison with other published methods. As we can see from Tables 4 and
5, network traﬃc ALBERT model can detect almost all DoS attack and have very low
FPR. However, we also observe that the model has poor accuracy in identifying ssh
patator and ftp patator attacks. And on the other hand, the performance of our model in
detecting web attacks is not satisfactory. For the ISCX-2017 dataset, the web attack true
positive rate is 96.64%, which is slightly lower than other types of attacks. On the whole,
the network traﬃc ALBERT model has a stable recognition accuracy for various attack
types. For the results of the two data sets ISCX-2012 and ISCX-2017, the model has
higher accuracy and a lower false positive rate for the ISCX-2012 data set. The reason
may be that the ISCX-2017 data set contains more attack types, which may cause the
model to be confused and increase the diﬃculty of classiﬁcation.
Tables 6 and 7 compare the results of the three models we proposed with other state-ofthe-art published models for the ISCX-IDS data sets. Based on the available experimental
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Figure 4. Comparison of F1 values of diﬀerent models

Figure 5. Comparison of accuracy values of diﬀerent models
results for the compared methods, accuracy, true positive rate, false positive rate and Fscore are used as the evaluation metrics.
This result shows that the accuracy of the network traﬃc ALBERT model is very high.
For the ISCX-2012 data set, the network traﬃc ALBERT model achieved the best results
in all evaluation metrics. For the ISCX-2017 dataset, the network traﬃc ALBERT model
has the highest true positive rate and the highest F1 score. This indicates that the network
traﬃc ALBERT model has reached the top-level of the state-of-the-art models.
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Table 4. Best performance of network traﬃc ALBERT model for ISCX-2012
TP
ACC
TPR
FPR
F1
BFSSH
2079
99.97% 98.70% 0.01% 98.84%
Inﬁltrating 3007
99.99% 99.83% 0.01% 99.65%
HTTP DoS 1020 100.00% 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
DDoS
6333
99.98% 99.84% 0.01% 99.72%
normal
178145 99.95% 99.97% 0.34% 99.97%
Table 5. Best performance of network traﬃc ALBERT model for ISCX-2017
TP
web attack 632
ddos
1562
port scan 2069
bot
589
ssh patator 1743
ftp patator 2369
dos
2498
normal
70533

ACC
99.95%
99.94%
99.91%
99.96%
99.82%
99.79%
99.97%
99.33%

TPR
96.64%
97.75%
99.19%
99.83%
98.53%
99.16%
99.52%
99.41%

FPR
0.03%
0.02%
0.07%
0.04%
0.15%
0.20%
0.02%
1.16%

F1
96.56%
98.42%
98.24%
97.27%
95.90%
96.40%
99.50%
99.61%

Table 6. Comparison with other published methods for ISCX-2012
ACC
ELM+PT 2 [40]
HAST-IDS [4]
Chaos Grasshopper [41]
DNN without IPs [42]
network traﬃc ALBERT model
ENG-BERT
CN-BERT

99.89%
99.23%
98.48%
99.95%
98.8%
92.72%

TPR
FPR
F1
99.7%
0.8%
96.96% 0.02%
99.32% 0.053%
61.01% 0.21% 72.97%
99.66% 0.03% 99.58%
88.31% 0.47%
90.5%
89.24% 7.04% 61.55%

Table 7. Comparison with other published methods for ISCX-2017
DNN without IPs [42]
AdaBoost+EFS+SMOTE [43]
Hierarchical IDS [44]
Hierarchical attention model [6]
network traﬃc ALBERT model
ENG-BERT
CN-BERT

ACC
TPR
FPR
F1
98.94% 96.77% 0.52%
97.3%
81.83% 100%
90.01%
96.67% 94.48% 1.15% 98.05%
99.45% 98.62% 0.42%
99.33% 98.84% 0.59% 97.64%
97.68% 91.36% 1.28% 91.73%
84.88% 86.03% 15.31% 61.52%

However, the language BERT models’ false positive rate is relatively high, and the falsepositive rate of the CN-BERT models even exceeded 10% for ISCX-2017. For intrusion
detection, this is almost intolerable. It can be seen that compared with the state-of-theart method, the accuracy of the ENG-BERT model is acceptable but its true positive
rate is relatively low. However, the accuracy and true positive rate of the CN-BERT
model are very low. We analyzed the reasons for the huge diﬀerence between these two
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models, probably because EN-BERT is more fully trained and more mature. The CNBERT is transformed based on ENG-BERT. The proposed time is much later than the
proposed time of ENG-BERT, which is far less mature than ENG-BERT. The second
possible reason is that the network protocols were originally designed in English, so the
network traﬃc format has a better aﬃnity with English.
5. Conclusion. In this paper, we pre-trained an ALBERT network traﬃc model and
ﬁne-tuned it with two language models using network traﬃc data. From the experimental
results, transfer learning using the BERT model is feasible in network traﬃc classiﬁcation.
In the pre-training phase, the byte representation is ﬁrst encoded by the encoder and then
decoded into bytes by the decoder to predict the masked part. The mask method can
mask some bytes at the output and let the model predict the masked bytes. In this
way, the model can learn universal rules and information in network traﬃc. Fine-tuning
the pre-trained model using the classiﬁed data yields signiﬁcantly better results. For the
ISCX-2012 data sets, the ALBERT network traﬃc model achieved the best performance
in comparison with other state-of-the-art published models. For the ISCX-2017 dataset,
our model has the highest TPR and F1 scores. This indicates that the network traﬃc
ALBERT model has reached the top-level of the state-of-the-art models. Using this
method, we reduced the required labeled data from 50GB to 3GB, greatly reducing the
amount of training data required. As for the indicator of detection time, our ALBERT
network model only took 20ms to complete the classiﬁcation of one network stream, while
the original BERT model took 42ms and the hierarchical attention model [6] took 46ms.
By ﬁne-tuning the pre-trained English and Chinese BERT models using network traﬃc,
we found that the language models also have classiﬁcation capabilities. Therefore, it is
feasible to transfer the learning of the language model to other sequence ﬁelds (such
as network traﬃc). Through the comparison between ENG-BERT and CN-BERT, we
ﬁnd that the more pre-trained and mature the model is, the better the eﬀect of transfer
learning is.
6. Future Work. As the training epoch increases, the model performance may improve.
However, the experimental environment’s limitation means we cannot do more experiments to verify the model’s further potential. Future research mainly considers two
aspects: larger-scale model performance veriﬁcation and model feasibility veriﬁcation in
other network traﬃc tasks, such as network traﬃc prediction and network application
classiﬁcation. In this article, we use a miniaturized ALBERT model, greatly reducing the
time required for training but also limiting the model’s performance. If we can use the
BERT base model or even the BERT large model, the model’s performance may greatly
improve. It would be a worthwhile research direction to evaluate how other state-of-theart language models, such as XLNet [45] perform for malicious traﬃc classiﬁcation. This
paper veriﬁes the feasibility of language model transfer learning of network traﬃc tasks
and malicious traﬃc classiﬁcation tasks. Many other network traﬃc tasks exist, however,
such as traﬃc prediction and network application classiﬁcation. The model’s performance
in these tasks is highly anticipated. In the future, we will choose several network traﬃc
tasks to verify the feasibility of using language models for transfer learning.
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